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About This Game

Crab Cakes Rescue is a unique puzzle game that will pinch your brain! Navigate your way through nearly 100 vibrant levels by
shedding your shell to create new opportunities to escape! Each time a shell is shed, a block is created and your crabby

crustacean self is shrunk. You must use these tricks wisely as you have a finite number of shells! And beware of pesky seagulls
and other bothersome beach buddies as you find the best way to get up, down, and around each mind-boggling level. Prepare to

spend hours on the sandy shore of Crab Cakes Rescue!

Features:

Nearly 100 mind-pinching levels!

Multiple ways to finish each level - you decide!

Avoid pesky birds and pollution

Use your shell “lives” to create new opportunities to win!
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Title: Crab Cakes Rescue
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mission Critical Studios
Publisher:
KISS ltd, Maximum Games
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP (SP3)/7 (SP1)/8

Processor: 2.0 GHz Intel® Core™2 Duo E4400 or 2.0 GHz AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 3800+ or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX® 9.0c–compliant with Shader Model 4.0 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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crab cakes rescue

very cool puzzle game, would love to see this on my Kindle. easy rules, complex interactions.. It could be a lot better if the
graphic is better.. + LogoMaker4 makes Logos
+ LogoMaker4 has a library of usable images
+ There is a pen-like tool...

- Export options are vector-less
- The free Inkscape would be better for Logo creation from scratch. This game is short but fun to play. The atmosphere is good.
The puzzle is great.. Finally, a GnG I can beat level one on.

...I had to sell my soul to do it.. quot;Cook, don't drive!"
-seducer man. great game from my childhood and brought back lots of memories and laughs. if super graphics is what you're
after don't bother.... but if you had this game as a kid and love the 90's feel then jump into it and feel those old school feels. It
still rocks!!. Just buy it.
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In short:

The Good:
Nice graphics
Interesting background to story
Plenty of ammo
Driveable vehicles
Deployment system (acts almost like having lives)
Just plain fun
Simplistic mission designs (taking points, eliminating all enemies, destroying specific spots)
Various controllable drones

The Bad:
Short (4-5 hours)
Inaccurate weapons
Enemies are bullet sponges
Can't use enemy's weaponry. Pretty neat, however im getting some problems with my guns in multiplayer, basically my guns get
misplaced to my left making them look like they're floating. I spent most of my time on the space build trying to figure out how
to move and stuff (push every button you see until it works), the game's worth a shot.. It's ok.
Im recycling now. Rip and tear, until it is done, little kitty.. Everything is silly and buggy. I'll try that for free. Just screwing
around in the shooting gallery and blowing stuff up with these over the top physics is worth the price of the download.. Ok, I
only have a couple of viewpoints on this, 1st is that it is a great game, it has drawn on what they have learned from the sniper
titles and made the game into a cross between tombraider and nazi zombies. The format is fine, it plays well and has different
ways to complete and kill bosses depending on characters, the puzzles are fine and fairly easy for the average non commited
players and theres hidden stuff for the longtermers as normal via the sniper game format etc. The voiceover guy can be
annoying at times though but overall I like the way things are explained. GFX and sound are all quality as usual and no contol
issues or glitches or crashes have been had with it so far.
 2nd, The cost of the game, the adding a 2nd campaign as a DLC season pass straight after release. The cost of the game.
Oh dear oh dear oh dear. Talk about drop the corperate bombshell. Here's my prediction for your boss men, sell sell sell until
the intital sniper fans have all bought the game and DLC and then do a massive price drop on the game and DLC and sell it for
half the price the loyal fans were prepared to pay to try and gain new customers to the format for the next time they push
something to just rip off the now newly gained players. Sound about right to everyone? Yeah thought so, I guess us loyal sniper
fans must have just worked this out by now guys, maybe change it up next time and try a different angle to get my money,
because this price - on this game - then the DLC/season pass thing......good luck on pushing the next title, this ones price will be
the marker that the next one is judged by....and that's going to make interesting reading in the reviews huh. I hope this doesn't
effect Sniper 5, that would be a great loss.
Thanks for reading this far and have a great day!!!!
. The Witch's House is a remake of an old RPG maker horror game. I never played the original so I'll only be going from a
viewpoint of someone who knew nothing about this game going in. Starting with the gameplay: the puzzles are really good, they
make you scratch your head and think but unlike a lot of puzzle games they aren't too hard to the point that you get discourage
or stuck for too long. Being someone who sucks at puzzles I had to refer to a guide a few times. There's also a few points of
running from monsters which are very simple running usually. I like how any mistake in the game can get you killed and it's
hard to know exactly what's a mistake and what you have to do. I'd say the gameplay is enjoyable and creepy at times, and that
flare of unpredictable really makes it shine.
The game looks beautiful, being someone who is getting into pixel art I really respect the art and the work put into it. The music
is just as beautiful and knows just when to cut for the best atmosphere. Great atmosphere, I could really get into it and get
immersed.
I won't spoil anything here but the story is where I think it falls the shortest. Not that the story was bad, more like it didn't really
exist. There's pretty much no backstory and a bit of plot revealed here and there but not really enough. It would've been
awesome to have a more lore, a deeper world, more revealed about the terrible history of the witch's house. There was a huge
opportunity that was wasted.
Overall the game is enjoyable, fun, and immersive. The puzzles well done, the atmosphere great. Although at it's given price it is
a little much. The game is also a little short, I have only gotten one of the endings so far but still it was only around two and a
half hours long and that was with me dying a lot. Fifteen dollars for a two and a half hour game is pricey. I'd recommend getting
it during a good sale.. 10\/10 best mmo i can find
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